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Manual Labor: Materiality and the Work of Reading Graphic Novels and Medieval Manuscripts

A

recent trend on social media—and in popular culture, generally—includes the
presentations of medieval images, including paintings and manuscripts, with
comedic captions or commentary.1 This remediation of medieval visual culture may

be reaching for several ends, but the most probable is an attempt to bridge the past and present
in a way that connects these centuries old images with a more digitally inclined audience. Such a
connection already exists, however, in the tradition of graphic novels, which belong to a literary
genealogy stretching as far back as the illuminated medieval manuscript. In both of these forms
of media, hand-created images and text work together in a way that necessitates a unique reading
and interpretation, and in a way that differs from printed texts, which moved away from the
presentation of images alongside text. This paper will not examine the psycho-physiological
nuances or mechanics of reading, but rather will investigate the material production of both
medieval manuscripts and graphics novels. In what follows, I will explore how hand-mediated
creation impacts the how images and text in manuscripts and contemporary graphic novels
utilize the space of the page in a way that establishes a shared, albeit temporally and culturally
discrete, lineage.2 A logical point of departure for this paper might have been the Bayeux

The use of an enlarged initial here, as well as other remediated medieval traits below, is a
gesture to the continued textual genealogy I explore in this project.
2 As a point of clarification, the manuscripts I am interested in for this paper primarily originate
in Western Europe in the Late Middle Ages (c. 1300-1500). I do not posit that all manuscripts
contain the same subject material, nor do I believe they were read the same way.
1
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Tapestry, an embroidered story that depicts the Norman invasion by William the Conqueror, as
it is perhaps a perfect example of a premodern image-text that could be considered analogous to
a modern graphic narrative.3 It is not, however, written or drawn in the way manuscripts are
illuminated or graphic novels are created.4
By way of introduction to the creation of manuscripts and graphic novels, it is useful to
examine two images that depict the material production of each in their respective medium:

Figure 1: Jean Miélot at his writing-desk (15th century)

Figure 2: Scott McCloud at his drafting table/writing-desk (20th century)

Figure 1 depicts Jean Miélot, a fifteenth-century scribe, illuminator, and translator, in the
process of creating manuscript leaves, and most likely copying from the exemplar that is

A fascinating digital rendering of the tapestry is available, which provides are wonderful
exploration. See Martin Kennedy Foy, The Bayeux Tapestry (Leicester: Scholarly Digital Editions,
2003). See also the Bayeux Museum’s website:
http://www.bayeuxmuseum.com/la_tapisserie_de_bayeux.html
3

Coincidentally, Scott McCloud remarks on the Bayeux Tapestry and urges modern comic book
artists to “take note of the possibilities of such whole page compositions and how few artists have
made good use of them since. Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art (New York:
Harper Collins, 1994), 11. He later remarks that the Tapestry is a wonderful example of
chronological events as the result of left-to-right reading. McCloud, Understanding Comics, 13.
4
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on the lectern above his desk.5 Figure 2 shows, as the speech bubble indicates, comics artist Scott
McCloud, who is seated at his drawing table.6 Despite being separated by about 520 years, these
two images are strikingly similar in their composition: the two creators are seated, pen in hand, at
angled desks in the middle of rather cluttered rooms. The biggest differences between the two are
their use of color, drawing style, and the objects that appear in the rooms.7 In addition to their
visual similarities and differences, the physical manner in which Figures 1 and 2 were created
indicates a paralleled material production that places them within a single category. More
precisely, these images belong to a genealogy of hand-drawn image-texts.8 Despite their digital
rendering, Figures 1 and 2 were drawn, which allows for differing levels of image realism.
Each image contains elements of realism, and yet it is difficult to account for the
“realistic” portrayal of humans in either medium. Perhaps the most useful point of entry into the
realism of manuscripts and graphic narratives is through an examination of what lives on the
pages of these image-texts, and how their relative realism or iconicity influences reading and
interpretation. According to Scott McCloud, the abstraction of an image does not eliminate

This image is taken from Christopher de Hamel, Medieval Craftsmen: Scribes and Illuminators,
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1992), cover. This image is highly mediated because it
was originally taken from a manuscript (Brussels, KB, 9278), digitally rendered, printed on a
book, scanned, and repurposed for this paper.
5
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McCloud, Understanding Comics, 2.

My partner, Stephen, suggests that the two images are almost mirrors of each other in terms of
composition, but that the clock, lamp, globe, clothing, and calendar in Figure 2 indicate a
different time period. Thanks to my colleagues in ENG 630 for also pointing to the seemingly
private spaces of creation that Miélot and McCloud inhabit. Considering the considerable
popularity of Figure 1, it is possible that McCloud was self-consciously modeling his image after
Miélot’s.
7

I define image-text as a work that combines images and text in a way in which both elements
coexist and cooperate in creating narrative. I do not necessarily insist that every image relates to
the text, and vice versa, but rather that their simultaneous existence on the page allows the
reader to create meaning.
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detail, but rather focuses on certain details.9 He argues that “by stripping down an image to its
essential ‘meaning’ an artist can amplify that meaning in a way that realistic art can’t;” McCloud
calls this process “amplification through simplification.”10 The meaning of an image is more
important, then, if the image is less realistic. Cartooning, therefore, relies heavily upon the
cultural meaning of an icon in order to create meaning for the reader. McCloud avoids using the
word “symbol” because of it various and sundry connotations, but employs “icon” to mean “any
image used to represent a person, place, thing or idea.”11 For McCloud, handwritten text and
drawn images are icons, and their relative realism is not important for this project, though may
be valuable in further investigation of medieval and contemporary icons. Reading these pictorial
and non-pictorial icons was not always about seeing however, because readers were at one time
auditors.
From Hearing to Seeing
Medieval reading complicates the relationship between manuscripts and graphic novels
due to the difference in reading practices in the Middles Ages. It is generally accepted that
medieval texts were read aloud amongst a group of people. That is not to say, however, that
individual, silent reading—most likely by the owner of the manuscript—did not occur. If
medieval reading was largely oral, then, for whom were the images in manuscripts created?
Manuscript owners would have been members of the clergy or the aristocracy, as the majority of
the population of medieval Western Europe was illiterate.12 Perhaps a more useful question,

9

McCloud, Understanding Comics, 30.

10

Ibid.

McCloud, Understanding Comics, 27. I suggest that McCloud’s use of “icon” is no less loaded
than “symbol.”
11

D.H. Green, Medieval Listening and Reading: The primary reception of German literature 800-1300
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 8-9.
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then, is why were manuscripts image-texts if most “readers” were auditors? D.H. Green attempts
to answer this question by linking orality, writing, and the visual arts with two considerations: “A
general one (medieval bookpainting was largely conceived with an eye to the symbiosis of word
and picture) and a particular one (Gregory the Great’s claim that, whereas literate clerics
acquired knowledge from writing, pictures were the books of the illiterate.”13 Pictures provided
aristocratic readers access to knowledge that was restricted to them through the written word.
Manuscripts that present images and text simultaneously not only help create unique meaning,
but open readership to a wider audience.
But images in the illuminated manuscript were not restricted only to the space of the text.
Michael Camille makes an argument for the presence of images in the margins and for the
rigidness of text:
Now it was the physical materiality of writing as a system of visual signs that was
stressed. This shift, from speaking words to seeing words, is fundamental to the
development of marginal imagery, because once the letter had to be recognizable
as part of a scanned system of visual units, possibilities for its deformation and play
became limited.14
I will discuss the margin as a narrative space below, but such images allowed for additional
meaning and “play,” since the written word belonged to a solidified system that was more or less
concrete. This concept aligns nicely with Scott McCloud’s notion of the icon. He argues that “in
the non-pictorial icons, meaning is fixed and absolute. Their appearance doesn’t affect their

13

Ibid., 4.

Michael Camille, Image on the Edge: The Margins of Medieval Art (Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1992), 20.
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meaning because they represent invisible ideas.”15 Thus, the meaning of an image—or pictorial
icon, in McCloud’s words—is more mutable than the written word. When images and text are
presented together on the page, images inflect the written word because these icons provide
auxiliary meaning, outside the text, that requires audience participation and interpretation.
In addition to creating extra-textual meaning, images in medieval manuscripts often
served as art. Robert Petersen notes argues that illuminations, in addition to representing
religious doctrine, the manuscript-cum-art would act as “the ultimate source of knowledge, one
that was authenticated beyond the interpretation of a speaker.”16 For Petersen, then, the visual
aesthetics of manuscript images give the reader more agency of interpretation, rather than
relying on what might be heard in a group reading or seen in text-only reading. For the medieval
reader, too, the illuminated manuscript was the “ultimate source of knowledge.” Peterson does
not state explicitly what he means by this, but I suggest that the coexistence of images and text in
illuminated manuscripts engenders this notion of “ultimate knowledge;” to borrow McCloud’s
words, perhaps the presence of icons and non-icons on the same page presents a possibility of
knowing through an interpretation of the image-text.
Certain images in medieval manuscripts, in addition to existing outside of the text as art,
served to enrich the text they accompanied. Margot Nishimura comments that images in the
margins of manuscripts suggest that artists “thought of them as an opportunity to enrich the
reader’s experience, by making meaningful connects from text to image, or image to image, and

15

McCloud, Understanding Comics, 28.

Robert S. Petersen, Comics, Manga, and Graphic Novels: A History of Graphic Narratives (Santa
Barbara: Praeger, 2011), 25. For more on the manuscript as an art form, see The Art of the Book:
From Medieval Manuscript to Graphic Novel, ed. James Bettley (London: V&A Publications, 2001),
chapter 1.
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back again across the page.”17 According to Nishimura, then, there is an integral relationship
between images and the text in an illuminated manuscript that undoubtedly creates a unique
experience for its reader. But it is David Carrier who unintentionally draws the connection
between the medieval manuscript I have described and its shared characteristics with the graphic
novel:
‘We still tend to look at illuminated manuscripts with eyes too much conditioned
by wall and panel painting to interpret them correctly.’ The only way of doing
justice to any art form is to find its own proper descriptive terms. That comics
combine these two different devices is one source of feeling that they are an
awkward in-between art, neither purely literary nor just entirely visual.18
Carrier’s recognition of manuscripts as a hybrid form places them in a direct relationship with
comics and graphic narratives. Both media inhabit and utilize “in-between” spaces because they
combine the literary and the visual, the non-iconic and iconic, text and image. Upon examining
manuscripts and graphic novels as they comprise their own genre, unlike “wall and panel art,” a
reader will be able to interpret these text-images correctly in order to create meaning.
Text-bound
Until now, I have explored how the coexistence of images and text on the pages of
contemporary graphic novels and medieval manuscripts places them in the same literary
genealogy. What remains to be investigated is how the material production of these works
necessitates their unique reading. Why do these hand-mediated image-texts separate them from

Margot McIlwain Nishimura, Images in the Margins (Los Angeles: J. Paul Getty Museum, 2009),
56.
18 David Carrier, The Aesthetics of Comics (University Park: The Pennsylvania State University
Press, 2000), 68. Carrier uses the term “comics,” but I am interpreting this to also include the
grapgic novel as a subset of comics.
17
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printed works that may also combine images and text? I suggest that the physical assembly of
manuscripts and graphic narratives is the first characteristic that distinguishes these objects from
printed texts. Assemblage is a productive term here, because manuscripts—those made of
parchment and not paper, the demand for which was much sparser before the advent of
printing—were created from washed, stretched, scraped, and dried animal skins.19 After the skin
is dried, the parchmenter (percamenarius) would cut the skins into rectangular sheets, which would
then be purchased and combined into gatherings of eight leaves on average, which were
ultimately bound together after the scribes and illuminators has completed their handiwork.20
Manuscript expert Christopher De Hamel notes that this is manuscripts’ most remarkable
characteristic: “It is probably the most important observation that can be made about the making
of medieval books. A manuscript is a unit formed by assembling in sequence a series of smaller
units. Scribes and illuminators worked on a gathering at a time.”21 Thus, the assemblage of a
manuscript requites cutting and arranging in order to create the desired, final product.
The production of graphic novels similarly involves the assemblage of materials that serve
to fom the narrative. Scott McCloud explains in great detail the process of creating and
assembling comics and graphic narratives, and he insists upon the importance of cutting tools.22
Scissors, X-acto knives, and utility knives are used to cut pages into the desired shape.23 It is also
likely that tools could be used to cut out individual panels that are then able to be rearranged to

19

De Hamel, 8-17.

20

Ibid., 18.

21

Ibid.

Scott McCloud, Making Comics: Storytelling Secrets of Comics, Manga, and Graphic Novels (New York:
Harper Collins, 2006), 189.
22

Ibid. McCloud admits that, despite the sketches he created beforehand, his book was drawn
digitally on his Mac.
23
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form an ideal storyline. Additionally, the modern printed book—comics and graphic novels
certainly included—is bound similarly to a manuscript, with multiple gatherings of pages stitched
or glued together to create one whole work.24 A material lineage can be seen through the cut and
bound assemblages of both manuscripts and graphic narratives.
Ruled Reading
The assembly and binding of the manuscript and graphic novel are not the only unique
elements of these media. It is with wariness of repetition that I state again that it is the writing of
these objects by hand that separates them from printed text, and that guides the reader in their
work to create meaning from these image-texts, but the identification of such manual mediation
is integral to my work here. McCloud claims that there are only two tools that are absolutely
essential to any graphic narrative creator’s repertoire: the mind and the hand.25 The hand is the
sine qua non of the creation of graphic narratives. Lest we ignore the name of the medium, it is
important to note the word “graphic,” which finds its etymology in the Greek “γραϕικός,” means
drawing or writing.26 Thus, the term “graphic narrative” insists upon the simultaneous presence
of writing and drawing, but also upon the means of producing the image-text: the hand.
Similarly, “manuscript” locates its etymological roots in the Latin manuscriptus (handwritten) or
manū scriptus (written by hand).27 The names of the objects themselves reveal the manner in which
they are created and the main tool of production.28

De Hamel, 18.
McCloud, Making Comics, 184.
26 “Graphic, adj,” OED Online, December 2016, Oxford University Press.
27 “Manuscript, n,” OED Online, December 2016, Oxford University Press. Despite my knowing
the etymology of “manuscript,” I felt compelled to treat it with the same documentation that I
gave “graphic.”
28 Even though “comics” lacks the etymological index of “graphic” and “manuscript,” the means
of production is the same. This paper, however, concerns itself with the contemporary graphic
novel and not comics.
24
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Before using their hands for drawing and writing, however, graphic artists and scribes
alike measured, ruled, allocated, and marked space on their pages where text and images would
go. Concerning the Middle Ages, to have an unruled manuscript was to have a “cheap and ugly
home-made transcript.”29 So integral were ruled lines to manuscripts, that when printing was
invented, such borders were often drawn around lines of text because the reader would have
found such books naked without them.30 We can imagine that if modern documents, such as this
one, utilized these measurements and markings, it would probably look a little something like
this, and would guide the text and reader in a restricted fashion. But marking and measuring
space is not exclusive to the manuscript; it is essential to the production of graphic novels. The
creation of panels in a graphic novel requires marking the surface of the page with shapes where
images and text will appear, much like the lines in a manuscript. Some panels are created
freehand, but McCloud suggests that “a T-square and triangle help rule parallel and
perpendicular lines like panel borders and captions,”31 and comments that “the traditional
method for lettering was to make a series of light guidelines and hand lettering in all caps within
them.”32 The pre-planned ruling of image and text appears to be unique to both graphic
narratives and manuscripts, and exists explicitly as an afterthought in printed texts, as De Hamel
points out.33 Ultimately it is not the guidelines that create meaning for the reader, but rather the

De Hamel, 20-21.
Ibid., 21.
31 McCloud, Making Comics, 189.
32 Ibid., 195.
33 One difference of note, here, is that in manuscripts the guidelines often remain on the page
whereas they are erased from the final product of the graphic narrative. It may be that the
presence or absence of the lines themselves that impacts reading, but I am not making that claim
here.
29
30
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presence or absence of text and image within these pre-designed spaces that allow the reader to
navigate across the page and interpret what they see and read.
Gutters and Margins
A direct result of the ruled and marked pages is the creation of blank space: margins in
manuscripts and gutters in graphic narrative. Scott McCloud notes that the gutter is useful for

Here is the margin of my text. I have found it difficult to insert this text and I would
likely be able to navigate this space more easily if I wrote by hand. Graphic artists and
scribes could rotate their media to write, unlike me and my screen.

the reader to create closure, or finish the whole narrative by connecting the discrete panels.34
Thus, the gutter serves an important role for the sequential narrative form that is present in
graphic narratives. Indeed, sequential narrative progression is the characteristic critics identify in
relating comics to the Bayeux Tapestry, as I have mentioned above.35 For manuscripts,
illuminated images are not essentially sequential, though pictorial sequences do exist. Several
manuscripts of Dante’s Divina Commedia, for example, depict the author progressing through Hell,
Purgatory, and Heaven.36 In both media, then, it is possible that the gaps between images guides
the narrative.
It is not the sequential of the narrative progression, however, that is the most salient
characteristic of gutters and margins. Rather, the most compelling and unique aspect of reading
these image-texts is the leakage of images and text into these otherwise blank spaces. More so
than the co-presence of images and texts, it is in these moments of spillage that manuscripts and
graphic novels separate themselves most from printed works. The scribes’ and artists’ ability to
transgress the borders of the page is unique to the manual—quite literally by hand—creation and
navigation of the page. For graphic narratives, this leakage often takes the shape of a borderless

McCloud, Understanding Comics, 63.
McCloud, Understanding Comics, 13 and Petersen, 16. These critics also note that Trajan’s
Column similarly uses sequential visual narrative.
36 I am grateful to my colleague, Matt Liberti, for directing my attention to this.
34
35
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panel or a “bleeding” panel,
which is when the image and
text run off the edge of the
page.37 In this example of a
bleeding panel, the margin
disappears and the gutter
becomes filled with the
panel’s runoff. McCloud
writes that when a bleed

Figure 3: Unfinished Book of Hours from the 15th century, which displays the ruled lines for text, a
blank "panel" for illumination, and mesured margins

occurs, “time is no longer
contained by the familiar icon of the closed panel, but instead hemorrhages and escapes into
timeless space.”38 Suggested here is that when what is normally contained within the margins
leaks outside, the gutters and margins become a space for additional narrative, which relates back
to Nishimura’s claim that marginal images were squarely outside the text, but connect back to
the text and to other images located within the text.
Despite their shared gutters and margins, manuscript illuminators seemed to have been
particularly self-conscious in the use of marginalia, when compared to graphic narratives’
bleeding panels. It is perhaps unproductive to argue that the margins in manuscripts are spaces
more frequently used than the gutters of graphic novels, but the wide variety of marginalia found
in illuminated manuscripts indicates that scribes may have utilized the blank space more
regularly and freely than the graphic artist. My suggestion is slightly complicated when taking
into account the number of scribes and illuminators that were involved in the production of any

37
38

McCloud, Understanding Comics, 103.
Ibid.
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single manuscript. Additionally, in post-production and over the course of many years, the
margins became a space for glossing texts, doodling, and pen testing. This process may
demonstrate a difference in reading practices between the medieval and contemporary reader; it
may also prove to be a result of each medium’s narrative traits, in which the margin is a space for
attempting to explore the type of narrative more characteristic of the graphic novel. Thus, while
graphic novels more frequently exhibit the use of sequential pictorial narrative, marginalia and
in-text images further expand upon the narrative presented by the text.
In my attempt to draw a direct relationship between the non-pictorial icon of the text and
the illuminated icons within the margins and designated panels, I contradict what Michael
Camille argues in his separation of the two spaces. He writes,
While often undermining the text, drawing attention to its “openness”, marginal
images never step outside (or inside) certain boundaries. Play has to have a
playground, and just as the scribe follows the grid of ruled lines, there were rules
governing the playing-fields of the marginal images that keep them firmly in their
place.39
For Camille, there are no bleeds or leakages into the margins because they were designed for
such purposes. It seems, however, that he struggles with the spatial reality of the manuscript as a
unified image-text because he cannot assert whether these marginal images are inside or outside
boundaries. Camille evokes again the idea of the margin as a space for play, as a place outside of
the diegetic material contained within the text, and indeed he begins his books by claiming he is
interested in how marginal images “pretend to avoid meaning, how they seem to celebrate the
flux of ‘becoming’ rather than ‘being’ . . . .”40 Camille’s intentions notwithstanding, images in the

39
40

Camille, 22.
Ibid., 9.
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margins do not “become” or “pretend to avoid meaning,” because it is the reader who, in their
work of reading, creates meaning from their relationship to the text, whether the two are
implicitly or explicitly connected. These images may be “firmly in their place” because they are
fixed to the surface of the page and always exist next to and in a type of dialogue with the text,
but their presence in the “play” space causes a bleed between text and image that the reader
must repair.
To make further sense of what I mean, I turn once again to Scott McCloud who places
the reader, or audience, in a position of power in reading. McCloud recognizes that in the
fragmented visual presentation of the graphic narrative, the reader must close the gap in order to
make meaning of the two discrete images: “Here in the limbo of the gutter, human imagination
takes two separate images and transforms them into a single idea.”41 Herein lies the crux of
reading image-texts like the graphic novel and the manuscript: the reader. McCloud identifies
that “every act committed to paper by the comics artist is aided and abetted by a silent
accomplice. An equal partner in crime known as the reader. . . . Participation is a powerful force
in any medium.”42 Thus, unlike Camille’s claim that marginal images pretend to avoid meaning,
the reader creates meaning by navigating the surface of the page and filling in the narrative and
spatial gaps between images and text; the hands that create these image-texts allow the reader to
be guided across the lines, icons, slippages, gaps, and bleeds in a way that the printed text does
not, and such reading requires a unique participation in interpreting the relationship between
these elements. that were drawn to be seen, read, and heard.

41
42

McCloud, Understanding Comics, 69.
Ibid., 68-69.
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Media(eval): An Exhibition
I am not the first person to suggest a relationship between the graphic novel and the
illuminated medieval manuscript. Manuscript scholar Eric Kwakkel Tweeted in 2015 about the
comic book qualities of a particular marginal image:

Figure 4: Comics-like characters in a 13th-century manuscript
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Similarly, Scott McCloud highlights how the printed text precluded the inclusion of images in
text, as I mentioned in my introduction:

Figure 5: Scott McCloud noting the exception of the illuminated manuscript.

Both Kwakkel and McCloud point to the unusual qualities of the manuscript, Kwakkel indicating
how rare it is that a manuscript should display comic book-like speech bubbles, and McCloud
identifying the illuminated manuscript as a discrete image-text category separate from print, but
one that is similar to graphic novels. Both critics indicate a relationship, or at least a dialogue,
between the manuscript and the graphic narrative. Similarly, in Bettley’s edited collection, The
Art of the Book: From Medieval Manuscript to Graphic Novel, the title indicates a lineage of texts, with
the manuscript and the graphic novel bookending that genealogy. None of these scholars,
however, discuss the similarities of the material, hand-written production of works in this
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genealogy, nor how this production aids the reader in creating meaning. Thus, that is what I
have begun to do in my paper.
The limits of this project, however, are found in its presentation and creation. Unlike
Scott McCloud’s meta-creative work, I did not write this paper by hand in a self-conscious effort
to further emphasize the medium. Where possible, I gestured to the visual and spatial
characteristics of initials, ruled lines, and margins, but such remediations cannot capture the
idiosyncrasies of the hand-created works I discuss in this project. An ideal way to present the
genealogy, then, is through a curated exhibition which can display the physical objects treated in
my paper. The tentative name of this exhibit would be “Media(eval): Navigating the Page Then
and Now.” The British English spelling of “medieval’ lends itself well to a play on words that
indicates the medium-specific lineage of the manuscript and the graphic novel. I imagine the
exhibit to be divided into three main segment: “Production,” “Reading,” and “Creation.”
Production history would comprise a comprehensive material history of creating manuscripts and
graphic narratives. This would include a display of tools and items scribes and illuminators used
in assembling their works.43 Similarly, a mirrored display would showcase the materials used in
the design and creation of graphic novels and comics, as suggested by Scott McCloud.44
The second display, “Reading,” will be dedicated to showcasing various manuscripts and
graphic novels that depict the characteristics (e.g. margins, bleeds, sequences, etc.) I identified in
my project above. What I did not do in this project, however, is identify many individual
manuscripts or graphic novels, and rather focused on the general method of production and

The Blanton Museum of Art at The University of Texas at Austin recently exhibited the 13thcentury “Crusader Bible” and incorporated a display of manuscript creation materials:
http://blantonmuseum.org/2016/06/the-crusader-bible-a-gothic-masterpiece/
I take my cue from this stunning exhibit.
44 McCloud, Making Comics, 184-211.
43
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resultant modes of reading. Kwakkel’s identification of the speech bubble as a “comics”
characteristic is a particularly useful point of entry into how both media use speech, taxonomical
identification, and onomatopoeia in the margins, gutters, and designated textual space. Thus, by
displaying these media side by side, viewers would be able to recognize the concepts I discuss
above. In order to make this portion a success, it would be imperative to engage the help of
comics scholars, manuscript experts, a gallery or museum curator, display coordinator and
designer, and, not to forget, graphic artists for advertising and signage.45 By viewing these imagetexts, it is my aim to foster the reader participation McCloud calls our attention to. I recognize
the difficulty most exhibit-goers will face when attempting to decipher manuscripts, since most of
these image-texts are written in Latin, and since a good number of viewers will not be familiar
with medieval paleography. I expect, however, that the illuminated manuscripts accompanied by
contemporary graphic novels will prove to be a striking visual and formal comparison.
Finally, the third section of the exhibit, “Creation,” will provide an interactive
component. Here, visitors will sit at stations modeled after Jean Miélot’s and Scott McCloud’s,
Figures 1 and 2 above, and will be able to try their hand at creating image-texts like the ones they
have seen. Using modern tools, for the sake of simplicity and practicality, patrons will be able to
create from a blank page their own illuminated manuscript or graphic novel pages. Also, I
imagine providing blank comics templates that guests can fill out so that they do not have to
begin entirely from scratch. The purpose of the interactive segment of the exhibit is to allow
visitors to see how their hands influence and guide how others may read their creations. It is here
that the heart of the experience, and my argument, lies. Participation from the audience at this
point is located not only in reading, but in drawing and writing. This exhibition will provide what

This list is not exhaustive, and given my lack of practical experience in coordinating an
exhibition, I am open to any and all suggestions.
45
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this paper could not: a visual experience in a format that best displays these wonderful handcreated works. Since my paper is typed and printed, the very form in which I argue manuscripts
and graphic novels are distinct, it is fitting that an exhibition complements this project and fill in
the gaps—the gutter, as it were—between my paper and the media it treats.
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